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In this beloved tale, the Little Red Hen makes delicious bread that her lazy friends can't resist.

Children will eagerly continue reading to see what she will do when everyone wants a taste!

--Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake Stories books are the classic tales of magic,

imagination, and inspiration that will delight children again and again. From the hard-working Red

Hen to the foolish Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest and spark their

imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading. Each book includes

32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x 8".
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The Little Red Hen works hard to turn her wheat seed into flour, without any help from her lazy

friends. But when they smell the fresh bread baking, they all are eager to help her eat it!Beautifully

illustrated, these nursery rhymes will capture children's interest and spark their imagination page

after page, encouraging a love of reading that is vital to success in school and life.

Carol Ottolenghi has written nonfiction and fiction books for adults and children for almost 20 years.

In 1996, she won the Society of Children's Book Writers and Illustrators Magazine Merit Honor

Award. One of her stories was selected for Best of the Children's Market by the Institute of

Children's Literature. She currently lives in Ohio.



I loved this story as a child and bought this book for my daughter. Sadly it is not the original story

but instead an embellished "re-told" version that is just longer and clunkier, not better.

I'm pretty sure this version differs the original red hen story. The vocabulary is more complex in this

version than the one I'm familiar with (which I've come across in many classrooms over the years).

Way over my students' heads. Ended up buying a different version

I purchased this book because I enjoyed it going up and I read it to my children. Now I'm a grandma

and decided to start reading to my grandchildren and they love it, what surprised me the most is the

price of this used (NEW) book, it wasnt used at all and I was able to personalize this book with their

names in it so now they smile saying read my book.this was one of many books I've purchased and

love so much. I have recommended this to my children for home collections. even their cheap

selves can afford this. Thank you soo much

Just as I remember it when I was a child. We recently had a baby shower for my daughter and the

invitation requested a favorite childhood story be given and signed in place of a card. She received

a nice selection of older classic stories, as well as, several newer titles. It was a lovely idea and she

now has a great start on a home library for our grandson!

This story has a simple moral. You reap the fruit of your efforts. It is straightforward, yet the story is

entertaining. The illustrations are great and this book is a must have for all toddler libraries. The

point is driven home by the repetition of "not I" by the various animals when they are asked by the

hen to help her plant the wheat. This was one of my favorite books as a child and will be a favorite

of my children too.

I loved this book as a kid as it has such a deep message that I gave it to my daughter for a college

graduation present! The moral of the story is deep and true!

Read this to my granddaughter all the time & she loves & asks for it all the time. Even though she's

only 2 years old, she understands the moral of not helping out means you don't get to enjoy the

benefits of the bounty. She also likes the steps that The Little Red Hen has to go through to make

the bread, & she helps me make cakes & sometimes the old fashioned way of bread - and she



always wants to help & not be LAZY!

This needs to be read by every child, at every age, in every school and home...! Great Book...!
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